Instructor: Judy Sagara

Dates: 10am-4pm, Tuesday, April 21, 2020

Project description: A beautiful Bargello made with just 2 fabrics!

Pattern: Two Fabric Bargello

Fabric requirements:
1 ¾ yard gradient fabric (must be lengthwise stripe with same shade on both selvages)
1 ¾ yard secondary fabric
¾ yard binding (same as secondary fabric)

Sewing supplies:
1. Rotary cutter, ruler and mat
2. Sewing machine and accessories
3. Neutral thread
4. Scissors to clip threads
5. Temporary fabric marker that will show on secondary fabric
6. Straight pins
7. Best Press (or other spray sizing)
8. Marilee’s Numbered Pins (recommended)

Prior to class:

PLEASE DO NOT START ON THIS PROJECT PRIOR TO CLASS!

Please bring your lunch!